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Counseling Defined: We believe that Biblical counseling takes place both publicly and privately as the Word of God is 
ministered (Acts 20:20). We believe that the Scriptures are sufficient to provide all that we need for life and Godliness 
(2 Peter 1:3) so it is therefore sufficient to provide all instruction needed for non-organic behavioral matters. We 
understand that Biblical counseling or discipleship takes place informally throughout the ministry of the local church as 
the church applies the Scriptures to admonishing and encouraging one another. 

This consent to counsel is for the purpose of formal and on-going Biblical counseling conducted by our pastoral staff 
and/or other lay counselors of this church who are trained in Biblical counseling. This church approved this counseling 
ministry and does not charge a fee for this counseling as it is viewed as a ministry of this church. This consent is for 
counseling that may require multiple sessions that will require a commitment to the study and application of the 
Scriptures through various projects and measures of accountability. If we counsel individuals outside our ministry we 
request that they attend our services, or if they are a member of another church we request that a pastor or church leader 
attend the counseling sessions with them. Exceptions may be considered. 

Our Goal: Our goal in providing Biblical counseling is to help individuals meet the challenges of life in a way that will 
please and honor the Lord Jesus Christ and allow the individuals to enjoy fully His love for them and His plans for their 
lives. We will take necessary precautions so as to protect both counselors and counselee from moral and physical 
impropriety. These precautions may include the presence of a 3rd party, restricted counseling hours, counseling room 
door being left open, and other measures that are deemed necessary and appropriate. 

Biblical Basis:  We believe that the Bible provides thorough guidance and instruction for faith and life. Therefore, our 
counseling is based on Scriptural principles rather than those of secular psychology or psychiatry. Neither the pastoral 
staff or the lay counselors of this church are trained or licensed as psychotherapists or mental health professionals, nor 
should they be expected to follow the methods of such specialists. This counseling is based on the counselor’s 
understand of the Bible. 

Not Professional Advice: Some of our counselors may work in professional fields outside the church. When serving as 
counselors within this church, however, they do not provide the same kind of professional advice and services rendered 
in their professional capacities.  Therefore, if you have significant legal, financial, medical or other technical questions, 
you should seek advice from an independent professional. Our pastoral staff and lay counselors will be happy to 
cooperate with such advisors and help you to consider their counsel in light of relevant Scriptural principles. 

Confidentiality:  Confidentiality is an important aspect of the counseling process, and we will carefully guard the 
information you entrust to us. There are situations, however, when it may be necessary for us to share certain 
information with others. Some of those situations would include but are not limited to: when a counselor believes it 
would be beneficial to seek advice from another pastor or Biblical counselor; when a counselee attends another church 
and it is necessary to talk with their pastor; when there is a clear indication that someone may be harmed unless others 
intervene; when illegal activity must be reported; when a person persistently refuses to renounce a particular sin and it 
becomes necessary to seek the assistance of others in the church to encourage repentance and reconciliation ( Proverbs 
15:22; 24:11; Matthew 18:15-20). Rest assured that our counselors strongly prefer not to disclose personal information 
to others, and they will make every effort to help you find ways to resolve a problem as privately as possible. 

Having clarified the principles and policies of our counseling ministry, we welcome the opportunity to minister to you 
in the name of Christ and to be used by Him as He helps you grow in spiritual maturity preparing you for usefulness in 
His body. If you have any questions about these guidelines, please talk with a pastor. If these guidelines are acceptable 
to you, please sign below.

Signed: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________________________




